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SpringBoard English Language Arts  
E-learning Modules 
Self-paced, immersive modules that: 
§ include direct application to classroom instruction and your own grade-level material 
§ have a variety of activities that work for individuals or groups 
§ orient you to a variety of digital resources 

§ run 20-40 minutes in length to allow for manageable pacing 

What is available? 
You have access to every module on SpringBoardÒ Digital Professional Learning. These 
modules are designed to work flexibly with your needs. You can complete them in the 
sequence listed for a cohesive, foundational learning experience that introduces you to 
SpringBoard, or you may want to complete the modules on certain topics as a refresher. 

California Modules 

Title Description 
The Big Picture Get to know the SpringBoard program’s backward design from California 

College and Career Readiness Standards and begin purposefully planning a 
unit of instruction. 

Breaking It Down & Making It 
Yours 

Explore learning strategies and formative assessment opportunities 
embedded within SpringBoard activities and analyze plan for daily instruction. 

Focus on ELD Instruction Get to know the SpringBoard English Language Development program, 
explore best practices in action of a SpringBoard ELD activity, and use 
SpringBoard ELD features to begin to purposefully plan instruction for English 
learners. 

National/Texas Modules 

Title Description 
Introduction to SpringBoard Get the big picture of SpringBoard English Language Arts to understand its key 

elements and vertical design. 
The Story of the Unit and 
Unpacking an Embedded 
Assessment 

Get to know a unit at your grade level and engage in unpacking an embedded 
assessment-a hallmark of SpringBoard instruction. 

SpringBoard in Action Watch a classroom video to analyze how SpringBoard materials are used to 
help engage students in meaningful, collaborative learning. 

Purposeful Planning Experience the purposeful planning process to understand your 
scaffolding activities and begin to plan for daily instruction. 
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Workshop Modules 

Title Description 
Close Reading Workshops Watch a classroom video to analyze the instructional design of SpringBoard 

Close Reading Workshops and examine them at your grade level. 
Writing Workshops Look at the SpringBoard Writing Workshops at your own grade level to 

explore the vertically designed, skills-based activities tied to specific genres 
and modes. 

Language Workshops Get to know the SpringBoard Language Workshops by examining the design 
of the recurring activities of each unit that support the development of 
students’ academic skills. 

 

Access the E-learning Modules 
Follow the steps below to access your e-learning modules

1. Login to SpringBoard Digital 

2. Select Professional Learning 

3. Select E-Learning Modules 

4. Find your content area and select Launch 

After you select Launch, you will see a page specific to your content area. 

If you teach Pre-APâ English 1 or 2 in addition to SpringBoard English I or II, access 
your professional learning in Pre-AP Classroom, not Springboard Digital. 
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